Internship Operational Business Data Analyst (m/f/d)
Let's improve diagnostics together.
Improving diagnostics for better animal and human health.
INDICAL is a global leader in the development of complete solutions for molecular and immunological
veterinary testing. We help to identify, prevent, monitor, and eradicate animal diseases with molecular
diagnostic workflows, the protocols for their use and support that empowers our customers every day.
Our customers play a central role in protecting the health of animals and humans. Our products and
workflows for veterinary diagnostics and pathogen research are trusted by lab technicians, vets, and
organizations worldwide. Including government agencies, laboratories, research institutes, farmers, and
producers.
We are currently seeking to hire an Intern, working student or part-time support as Operational Business
Data Analyst (m/f/d).

Your responsibilities











Support Sales, Production, Finance and Marketing in collecting, cleaning, and managing data to
measure and monitor KPI’s
Take ownership for analytical protects
Translate business and management requirements into trackable and transparent KPI’s
Collaborate with Sales, Production, Finance and Marketing stakeholders to deliver & design reports
highlighting KPI’s
Create and distribute operational and management Business Intelligence Dashboards for KPI
monitoring
Assist procurement with optimizing purchase orders with statistical forecasting models and improve
future forecasting models by following up with relevant stakeholders in the case of deviations
Leverage business, finance and statistical knowledge to design or propose new KPI’s in Sales,
Production, Finance or Marketing
Assist in managing the security and upkeep of dozens of Business Intelligence reports both locally
and within a cloud server
Improve processes by contributing or designing improvements and additions to existing or new IT
systems
Work with a variety of ERP systems, CRM Softwares, Data Warehouses or other data sources
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Position requirements








Study or degree in Information Technology, Data Science, Business Analytics, Data Analytics,
Engineering, Mathematics, Economics, Business Management, Finance (or a related field)
Excellent analytical, writing and communication skills (both English and German)
Exposure, familiarity, or expertise within: Power BI, Tableau, R, Python, DAX, M, SQL, SAS, SPSS,
SAP, Google Data Studios, Excel or related data science/analytic software/programs
A keen interest in the application of technology in the world of business and finance: passion or
skill set for tackling complex analytical problems that require the applications of coding,
mathematics, statistics, finance and business know-how.
Analytical entrepreneurship
Ability to translate complex analytical problems into understandable frameworks to be delivered to
relevant audiences

Why INDICAL?
We offer a modern and family-friendly working environment of a globally growing company, flat hierarchies
with short decision-making paths and a corporate culture driven by passion and fairness as well as attractive
remuneration package.
Location: mix of home office/remote & Leipzig, Germany
Business Unit: Administration/Finance
Employment type: Internship, part-time work, working student
Duration: 4-6 months

If this challenge appeals to you and you have the drive, commitment and enthusiasm, we look forward to
hearing from you! Please apply in writing to hr@indical.com, quoting the reference number and stating
your complete application documents as well as your earliest starting date and your salary expectations.
INDICAL is an equal opportunity employer and values diversity. We make our hiring decisions based on
your qualifications and our business needs.
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